Introduction
============

The modern neuroscience of consciousness begins with a division of territory. In seminal work, the philosopher David Chalmers distinguished the easy and hard problems of consciousness ([@niaa009-B19]; [@niaa009-B20]. Easy problems involve sorting out the mechanisms that mediate conscious perception and action. The hard problem requires explaining why activity in these mechanisms is accompanied by any subjective feeling at all. Why, in [@niaa009-B74] evocative phrase, is there something it is like for you to be you, while there's nothing it's like for a rock to be a rock? Or as [@niaa009-B18], 201) puts it:

"Why is it that when our cognitive systems engage in visual and auditory information-processing, we have visual or auditory experience: the quality of deep blue, the sensation of middle C? ... Why should physical processing give rise to a rich inner life at all?"

Chalmers and others argue that the hard problem is a deep philosophical mystery, upon which empirical evidence could have little bearing.

Meanwhile, in several influential pieces Crick and Koch argued that, by focusing on easy problems, it might be possible to meaningfully work around the hard problem. They noted that 'at any one moment some active neuronal processes correlate with consciousness, while others do not' ([@niaa009-B26], 263). Thus there is a viable scientific project that searches for the neural correlates of consciousness (NCCs). Chalmers did not disagree---his formulation of the hard problem is compatible with the existence of NCCs. So the search for NCCs could progress whether or not the hard problem has a solution.

Thus was the territory divided. Philosophers inherited the hard problem. Scientists got the search for NCCs. Despite occasional defectors on both sides, this truce has held for a quarter century. Yet, the search for NCCs continues to hit an impasse that looks more philosophical than empirical ([@niaa009-B49]). Conversely, philosophy divorced from neuroscience has endorsed a variety of counterintuitive views. At one extreme, there is defence of panpsychism, the position that consciousness is everywhere ([@niaa009-B20]. At the other, philosophers assert that consciousness is simply an illusion ([@niaa009-B32]; [@niaa009-B51]; [@niaa009-B53]). Such wildly differing views feel like stagnation, not progress.

Outside of the study of consciousness, meanwhile, both fields have made significant advances. Comparative neuroscience has made great strides investigating the evolutionary origins of the capacities that support consciousness ([@niaa009-B34]; [@niaa009-B59]; [@niaa009-B40]). Philosophers of science have demonstrated the importance of interventions for explanation, while neurobiological technique for carrying out interventions has rapidly improved.

These developments have made possible a *rapprochement*. What follows outlines an experimental programme for making progress on the hard problem. The key argument is that the development of safe interventions on experience, including the capacity for self-intervention, is ultimately necessary for moving beyond the hard problem. This is a difficult task---but it is one that falls within the traditional bailiwick of experimental neuroscience. What we sketch is a proposal rather than a solution; the challenge is to show how experimentation might be useful, so as to guide the development and design of future projects.

Intervention, Explanation and Consciousness
===========================================

We take the hard problem of consciousness to be a puzzle about scientific explanation ([@niaa009-B68]; [@niaa009-B51]). The materialist must give a full explanation of *when* and *why* we are conscious that is grounded in materialistically respectable principles. Conversely, the property dualist bets that such explanations will require appeal to *sui generis* contingent laws that happen to hold here, but that could be absent.

Following many philosophers of science, we take a fundamentally *interventionist* approach to explanation. Interventionism has its roots in [@niaa009-B79] seminal work on causation and has been developed most notably by [@niaa009-B102], [@niaa009-B103], [@niaa009-B104]). The core idea is that we explain a phenomenon when we can demonstrate how aspects of it can be reliably changed by manipulating other parts of the world.

Interventionism has a direct connection to experimental practice. It has found traction in analysing the link between experiment and explanation, particularly in special sciences like genetics, neuroscience and economics. Though originally conceived as a way to explicate causal relationships, interventionism has also found important use in analysing synchronic relationships such as those between cognitive processes and the neural processes that realize them ([@niaa009-B25]; [@niaa009-B104]; [@niaa009-B58]).

The core idea of the interventionist approach is the observation that changing the brain can reliably change what one experiences. Begin with the situation illustrated in [Fig. 1a](#niaa009-F1){ref-type="fig"}. Suppose we have discovered that a brain process *B* is reliably correlated with an experience *P* of redness. Now, this correlation might be an accident. It might also be due to a mere downstream effect of what's really doing the work. Regardless, it will hold only because there are a variety of background conditions and enabling conditions, the absence of which would remove consciousness altogether. Given that, what would it take to say that the presence of *B* actually *explains*, on a particular occasion, why the subject experiences red?

![Different possible interventions of conscious processes. (**a**) The simple case, explaining a token experience. B1 is a pattern of brain activation associated with seeing red, while C~1~, D~1~, E~1,~ etc. are background conditions. The caption expresses a first-order phenomenal invariant. (**b**) An appropriate intervention on B will change the experienced colour given the same stimulus. This provides evidence for the claim in (a). (**c**) An intervention on a structural capacity. The metric of perceived space itself is distorted by an intervention of C, causing a variety of linked changes in experience of the stimulus. (**d**) A non-specific intervention on consciousness by eliminating a necessary condition. (**e**) A second-order intervention on a first-order invariant. D is part of what makes the laws in (a) and (b) true. Note that given the intervention on D, the same brain pattern B~1~ that gives rise to a red experience in (a) gives rise to blue experience. (**f**) A similar intervention on structural capacities. Cases (a) and (b) are entirely compatible with property dualism, whereas the remaining cases would be problematic.](niaa009f1){#niaa009-F1}

A partial answer comes from realizing that there should be a way to intervene on *B* in order to change the experience of red to an experience of (say) blue. [Figure 1b](#niaa009-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows such a hypothetical intervention. The key idea is that if we could change *B* while leaving everything else fixed (as much as possible), the subject's experience would also change. If we can reliably alter experience in this way by manipulating *B*, then *B* is a *difference-maker for P.* Difference-makers for *P* are part of the explanation of *P* (subject to some further constraints below). Hence, we explain why the subject sees red rather than blue by noting the actual activity in *B*.

Interventions like that in 1b have already played an important role in our understanding of the brain. Simple contents of experience---features like colours, sounds, shapes or pains---can be affected in a variety of ways. Since Penfield's pioneering work ([@niaa009-B81]; [@niaa009-B80]), we have known that direct electrical stimulation of the cortex can produce a wide variety of experiences, with specific regions responsible for specific contents. Non-invasive stimulation (e.g. by TMS) can produce similar results, though with less specificity.

There is now considerable evidence that the contents of consciousness can be intervened upon in numerous systematic ways; for excellent reviews of the effect of neural stimulation on conscious states see [@niaa009-B24] and [@niaa009-B106]. Notably, the effect of stimulation is not limited to simple phosphenes and the like, but can also include distortions of complex stimuli such as faces ([@niaa009-B78]) and words ([@niaa009-B47]).

We motivated example 1a by discussing correlations between brain regions and experience. This suggests a link to the NCC project sketched above. Yet despite the name, we suggest that the search for NCC has actually been a search for difference-makers rather than for correlates as such. The notion of a 'content-specific NCC', e.g. is often glossed in explicitly difference-making terms ([@niaa009-B60]; [@niaa009-B13]). [@niaa009-B60], 208) claim that, were content-specific NCCs for face perception artificially activated, '...the participant should see a face even if none is present...'. Hence even if the primary *evidence* for NCCs is correlational (e.g. via neuroimaging) that evidence can be understood as revealing potential loci of intervention ([@niaa009-B5]; [@niaa009-B58]).

In the same vein, recent debates ([@niaa009-B13]; [@niaa009-B76]) over whether the NCCs for visual experiences are more anterior or posterior fundamentally turn on which neural activity represents the working of the NCC versus the activity of mere precursors, background conditions and downstream effects ([@niaa009-B5]; [@niaa009-B28]). Each of these notions is well-studied in the interventionist literature. Mere background conditions, e.g. cannot be altered without altering many other facets of experience (and more besides).

Though familiar, interventions on contents raise a number of important points about explanation. Interventionist explanation is always contrastive: we explain why the world is one way *rather than another* by showing that some property is one way *rather than another*. As some authors have noted, this is also the case with explanations of conscious contents. [@niaa009-B50] proposed explanation for the feeling of conscious control, e.g. is explicitly meant to give an explanation of why a particular conscious feeling 'feels like the feeling of being in control, rather than like other closely related feelings'.

Thus the same phenomenon may receive different explanations when we consider different contrast classes ([@niaa009-B97]; [@niaa009-B48]; [@niaa009-B103]). One important case where this happens is when a property depends on combinatorial properties of its realizer. What makes a pixel white *rather than yellow* is not the same as what makes it white *rather than cyan*. Because the property of whiteness depends on the combination of different underlying properties, different contrasts can require different explanations.

Interventions on conscious contents also give *non-exclusive* explanations. Non-exclusivity is a familiar feature in other special science explanations. Having genes for brown eyes explains why you have brown eyes (rather than some other colour). This is so even though those genes, on their own, cannot actually make an eye, and even though other genes make a difference to eye colour in a variety of ways ([@niaa009-B92]). Similarly, noting that activity in *B* is part of the explanation for why I experienced an apple as red (rather than blue) is not to exclude other brain regions from also having an effect on my phenomenal experience of colour. Unlike traditional formulations that talk about *the* NCC for an experience, therefore, interventionism does not assume that there needs to be a single NCC that is sufficient or necessary for a particular aspect of phenomenal awareness.

Interventions are not limited to simple contents. One may intervene on broader *structural* features of experience as well. That is, a single intervention might create correlated changes in a wide variety of contents and the relationships between them.

The literature contains examples of complex and subtle interventions on the global structure of experience, as illustrated in [Fig. 1c](#niaa009-F1){ref-type="fig"}. In a coda to *Awakenings*, [@niaa009-B84] describes the subjective distortions of space and time that are caused by the degeneration of the substantia nigra, suggesting an interesting relationship between the basal ganglia, the general perception of space and time and the specific motor impairments of Parkinsonian patients. Drugs such as dextromethorphan can produce striking alterations in the global perception of motion and time ([@niaa009-B101]).

There are, of course, ways to alter structural features of experience even more profoundly. Anaesthetics eliminate consciousness altogether, and have been the subject of important work on the foundations of subjective experience ([@niaa009-B1]; [@niaa009-B71]; [@niaa009-B59]). As several authors have recently urged, the capacities that underlie consciousness, and hence the broader modes of variation possible, are probably numerous and heterogenous ([@niaa009-B8]). That is, there is no simple, well-ordered scale of 'degree' of awareness. Instead, there are numerous dimensions along which conscious experience as a whole can vary.

Some interventions are crude. One might eliminate consciousness altogether by eliminating a necessary background condition ([Fig. 1d](#niaa009-F1){ref-type="fig"}). So, e.g. intervention on the claustrum appears to act as a kind of on--off switch for experience ([@niaa009-B61]). There are also many boring ways to cause *mere* unconsciousness. We are more interested in interventions that give a *selective* ([@niaa009-B105]; [@niaa009-B42]) handle on phenomena we care about. Selective interventions are ones where there are many states of the control variable and many of the target, linked in a roughly one-to-one fashion, allowing for fine-grained control of the target. Similarly, one might also look for a systematic ([@niaa009-B58]) interventions, which allow fine-grained control over the *degree* to which a quantity changes.

A key feature of explanatory interventions is that they *reliably* alter their targets. (Formally speaking, the explanation relationship holds between event types, not tokens.) One way to put the point is that the relationship between *B* and *E* must be captured by an invariant generalization that holds across at least some changes in background conditions and some interventions on the target variables ([@niaa009-B103]). We will call the special case of generalizations that connect brain processes and phenomenal processes '*phenomenal invariants'*.

Phenomenal invariants are like traditional psychophysical bridge laws ([@niaa009-B27]), in that they connect brain to consciousness. Phenomenal invariants could be like fundamental laws of nature---i.e. they might hold over all background conditions and any interventions. This is arguably the picture embodied in versions of property dualism.

However, the logic of invariance permits more flexibility. Most special science generalizations are not invariant across all conditions or across all interventions on the properties they relate. Indeed, the move to interventionism within philosophy of science was triggered in part by examples showing that sufficiency and explanatory purchase come apart ([@niaa009-B85]). Nevertheless, the fact that generalizations remain invariant under some conditions means that special science generalizations remain explanatorily useful. Indeed, experimental practice is often dedicated to finding both where an invariant holds and where it breaks down.

So too, we suggest, with phenomenal invariants---they might hold only over a limited range of conditions and interventions. [Figure 1d](#niaa009-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a case where the same brain region fails to give rise to a red experience, because certain other conditions are not met. A difference-maker need not be sufficient for its effect, either individually or across all circumstances.

Higher-Order Explanation
========================

We have said little that should be controversial. As we have suggested throughout, all parties to the contemporary debate agree that there are phenomenal invariants. The key question is whether they can be explained, and why (or why not). So, e.g. most property dualists think that the link between brain and consciousness is regular; the claim is merely that these phenomenal invariants are *sui generis* and irreducible ([@niaa009-B18]). By contrast, the physicalist ought to think that there is an explanation of phenomenal invariants.

The question is what would fit the bill. That is really a question about how generalizations themselves ought to be explained. The explanation of generalizations has received relatively less attention by fans of interventionism. What has been done has mostly focused on mathematical and fundamental physical laws ([@niaa009-B103]; [@niaa009-B64]; [@niaa009-B36], [@niaa009-B37]), though see [@niaa009-B83] for an extension to economics.

In the case of consciousness, however, the investment in interventionism begins to pay dividends. The same principles that apply to the explanation of events can be extended to explain invariants themselves.

So far, we have focused on first-order phenomenal invariants. These connect brain processes to phenomenal processes. Schematically, a first-order phenomenal invariant like the relationship in [Fig. 1b](#niaa009-F1){ref-type="fig"} has the form: $$\left. G:B_{1}\left\{ {B_{2},B_{3}\ldots B_{n}} \right\}\rightarrow P_{1}\left\{ {P_{2},P_{3},\ldots P_{m}} \right\}. \right.$$

Where the bits in brackets indicate possible contrast classes, and the arrow indicates that it is a proper change-relating generalization.

Now, *G* is a phenomenal invariant. If it is like most special science generalizations, it is contingent---i.e. some other invariant might hold in its place, e.g. something like: $$\left. G^{'}:B_{1}\left\{ {B_{2},B_{3}\ldots B_{n}} \right\}\rightarrow P_{2}\left\{ {P_{3},P_{4},\ldots P_{1}} \right\}. \right.$$

In $G^{'}$, the very same brain process gives rise to a different phenomenal experience. We take the relevant sense of possibility here to be nomological: i.e. it might be possible, in our world, to change the phenomenal invariant cited.

What does it take to explain why $G~$holds *rather than* $G^{'}$? By parallelism, the answer is a second-order phenomenal invariant of the form: $$\left. \mathbb{G}:\mathbb{~}B_{1}^{*}\left\{ {B_{2}^{*},B_{3}^{*},\ldots B_{n}^{*}} \right\}\rightarrow G\left\{ G^{'},G^{''},\ldots \right\}. \right.$$

Like first-order phenomenal invariants, $\mathbb{G}$ is change-relating: it shows how interventions on a brain region would affect the world. Rather than an effect on a phenomenal process, however, the effect is on a phenomenal invariant---changes to $B^{*}$ change the whole *B-to-P* relationship.

[Figure 1e and f](#niaa009-F1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the sorts of interventions that might be relevant. One can intervene to change both phenomenal invariants involving simple contents and more complex invariants that cover structural relationships. Of course, even higher-order phenomenal invariants are possible too---one could have a third-order invariant that alters how a second-order invariant works, and so on. For now, second-order invariants will be plenty.

An important feature of the account is that we can get evidence for second-order invariants directly---i.e. without further underpinnings by theory. Interventions like those depicted in [Figure 1e and f](#niaa009-F1){ref-type="fig"} show how second-order invariants can be discovered from the bottom-up.

First-order invariant generalizations concern difference-makers with a direct link to phenomenal effects. They are the analogue of the traditional psychophysical bridge laws, though with the important differences noted above. Second-order invariant generalizations, on the other hand, can cover a wide variety of processes, including traditionally non-phenomenal ones. A second-order invariant generalization shows how to change the relationship between a brain process and its phenomenal outcome, and the interventions that make *that* change possible need not necessarily involve ones with direct phenomenal consequences.

Hence one place to look for second-order invariants is by looking for interventions that change experiences by affecting the cognitive capacities that form the background and context for phenomenal experience. The capacities necessary for conscious experience might be things like the functions supporting conscious experience such as selective attention, integrative and interactive processing of exteroceptive and interoceptive information, a unified spatial and temporal framework for sensory information, or unlimited associative memory ([@niaa009-B38]; [@niaa009-B72]; [@niaa009-B39]; [@niaa009-B7]). These are not themselves phenomenal, but they can be involved in preserving and maintaining first-order phenomenal invariants.

Individual conscious contents are also shaped and given meaning by the structural features of experience that order and contain them. For example, we experience visual and auditory sensations as occurring within a common, external space. Yet while these structural features are the conditions for the possibility of conscious experience, they are arguably not objects of experience themselves ([@niaa009-B54]). Hence a particular content like the experience of an apple is bound up in structural features of phenomenal experience, which in turn seem to depend on broader neural capacities for information-processing in both phenomenal and non-phenomenal domains.

This means that the very same brain activation might give rise to a different sensation or systematic alterations in broader underlying context. In the phenomenon known as '*pain asymbolia\'*, patients with anterior insula damage will report that they continue to feel pain but no longer care about it ([@niaa009-B87]). Similar effects occur with a range of other dissociative drugs ([@niaa009-B55]). There is debate about whether this effect is due to a sensory-limbic dissociation ([@niaa009-B41]) or to a general breakdown in processes of bodily ownership and concern ([@niaa009-B57])*.* Either way, there is alteration to the character of individual sensations by changes in the background conditions of experience.

Of course, it is a working hypothesis that there are second-order invariants, and that there are systematic, theory-based ways to generate and discover them. That could be wrong, in which case an experimentalist project would be practically useful but theoretically fruitless. We take it, in other words, that this is a working hypothesis that can be falsified, which is a virtue of an empirical programme.

On the other hand, it might be that interventions on cognitive capacities and the like reveal systematic, specific ways to intervene on first-order phenomenal invariants. But of course, on the interventionist picture, what it *is* to explain a phenomenon is to demonstrate how it can be made to vary in replicable, systematic ways. So showing how first-order phenomenal invariants can be made to alter in ways that fall under non-phenomenal, non-*sui generis* second-order order invariants just *is* what it takes to explain the first-order invariants. That is what a materialist solution to the hard problem demanded.

Is That All There Is?
=====================

You might think that this is not quite what you were looking for. What the interventionist programme offers is explanations of a wide variety of first-order phenomenal invariants. If successful, we will be able to explain why this activity in this brain region causes the experience of a red apple (rather than blue), why activity in that region makes you experience a face *this* way rather than *that* way, and so on.

Yet---the objection goes---this leaves something out. The task of the hard problem was not to explain many first-order invariants, though those explanations will be interesting. It is to do something more philosophically heavy: to explain why there is phenomenal experience at all! As we stressed in the setup, the hard problem was about explaining consciousness---not why the generalizations connecting brain to experience have one feature rather than another. Furthermore, contrastive explanation is by its nature pluralist: there will be not one grand explanation but many interlinking explanations. That might feel like something of a letdown.

The objection admits of two readings, one scientific and one more subjective. We think that, properly spelled out, neither sticks.

First, one might construe the objection scientifically, as a residual question that the interventionist programme would not be able to answer. Contrastively, it would be something like: why is there phenomenal consciousness at all, *rather than not*? Note that this has to be read as a general question---there are a great number of first-order phenomenal invariants concerning why, on particular occasions, one is or is not aware of something.

So phrased, however, we suggest that the objection embodies something of a misconception about how inter-theoretic explanation works in complex domains. The picture---which is present in many older accounts of inter-theoretic reduction---is one on which there are two completed sciences, each of which posits a set of primitives, and the goal is to line up one science with the other.

It is questionable whether even canonical examples of inter-theoretic reduction fit this mould ([@niaa009-B91]; [@niaa009-B56]). Regardless, the history of special science explanations is often far messier. Properties initially taken as scientifically primitive or simple often turn out to elaborate and fragment as they are investigated further. Inter-theoretic constraints often serve to accelerate this process, with the ontology in one science constraining that of the other, and vice versa, in an iterative fashion ([@niaa009-B100]). This, in turn, fixes what used to seem like insoluble mysteries: what seemed like a deep question about a *sui generis* property dissolves into a bunch of tractable experimental questions.

The history of science provides numerous optimistic parallels. A closer look reveals that what initially appear to be grand, singular explanatory projects always end up dissolving into an array of specific, contrastive explanations as science advances. So, e.g. much of early chemistry was preoccupied with how to explain the chemical role of '*water\'*, given the specific assumption that water was an element ([@niaa009-B22]). Ontologies that included elemental water could get quite far, and, as Chang points out, could have advanced even further. What broke the impasse was not independent advances in atomic chemistry that were subsequently used to explain the properties of water. Rather, these puzzles were untangled by the development of specific manipulations of the properties of water---by, e.g. investigating the properties of solutes, or advances in electrolysis. These manipulations in turn helped inform higher-order generalizations that were ultimately key to the development of atomic chemistry, and the upending of water as a basic element.

Similarly, in the 18th century, there was a grand philosophical challenge to explain '*Life\'* ([@niaa009-B75]). Considered as such, little progress could be made. Vitalism remained plausible. The advance of physiology in the 18th century did not attempt to explain life as a whole. Rather, it explained why this inorganic process could give rise to urea, why that process kept blood pH within reasonable limits, while that process cleared carbon dioxide rather than letting it accumulate, and so on ([@niaa009-B11]). The march of progress ends up dissolving the original grand problem into an array of contrastive explanations, leaving even the project of defining 'Life' as a questionable one ([@niaa009-B70]). We have not explained '*Life\'* as it preoccupied the early modern philosophers. Instead, we can explain a great variety of things about living beings.

Similarly so, many have argued, with *consciousness* ([@niaa009-B31]; [@niaa009-B88]). Couched in the terminology of philosophy of explanation, one might say that this formulation of the hard problem should be rejected rather than answered ([@niaa009-B97]). One rejects an explanatory demand when it contains a false presupposition. If you ask why red mercury can initiate nuclear fusion, all I can tell you is that there is no such thing. That does not answer your question: it says that there is a problem with the question itself.

Indeed, chemistry and life offer a useful model for an experimentalist rejection of questions that once seemed sensible. The problem comes from considering a property as primitive; the solution comes from realizing that the problematic property is a feature of a diverse set of underlying mechanisms that can combine in a variety of different ways, including ways that seemed primitive. Hence to ask 'Why is there consciousness at all, rather than not?' is to assume that there *is* a single thing and a single answer. That expectation is at the heart of the hard problem. There are many useful questions that one *can* answer, of course, and the answering of which is part of the rejection of the simple question.

The second way of reading the objection focuses on whether higher-order generalizations are satisfying explanations of consciousness. Even granting the parallel to other scientific endeavours, there is something about the hard problem that feels different than other problems. [@niaa009-B21] has recently dubbed this the '*meta-problem of consciousness\'*. A satisfying solution to the hard problem ought to explain why it seemed like there was a hard problem in the first place---why first-order invariants seem arbitrary and inexplicable, even if they are not. Many otherwise promising accounts clearly fail to fit the bill.

We think this is a serious challenge. We are fond of a standard sort of answer. There is a view, tracing back at least to Leibniz, on which the apparent simplicity and arbitrariness of conscious processes is merely an introspective confusion about a complex underlying process ([@niaa009-B46]; [@niaa009-B4]; [@niaa009-B82]). As Lashley famously put it: 'No activity of mind is ever conscious...There is order and arrangement, but there is no experience of the creation of that order' ([@niaa009-B65]). The hard problem arises because we lack access to the relevant goings-on. There may be other sources of trouble as well, such as our relatively limited capacity for introspection and discussion of our conscious processes compared to the richness of conscious experience itself ([@niaa009-B12]).

Each of these mechanisms is a fact about us and how we are constituted, rather than a deep metaphysical feature of the world. So our subjective experience is underpinned by a great number of mechanisms to which we have no conscious access, and that are not themselves represented in conscious experience. As we are aware only of the products of a complex mechanism and not its actual workings, we feel an arbitrariness of, and passivity towards, those products. The unconscious workings that give rise to conscious experience do not require effort of will and do not admit of first-person control. That is why the details of conscious processes feel arbitrary: subjectively, they simply appear out of nowhere.

Yet simply knowing all of this does not, by itself, make conscious experience feel any less arbitrary. That is the sense in which the hard problem is a unique scientific problem: being told the answer will not remove the sense of mystery.

That tangle is a problem with *us*, stemming from how we are constituted. So phrased, we think there is a straightforward solution. We think that the meta-problem demands interventions that also change our relationship to our own phenomenal properties---i.e. via *self*-intervention.

Interventions on brain processes have both an objective and a subjective component. By intervening on brains, we do not simply discover that certain experiences can be evoked, or that they depend on certain interventions. The first-person, subjective experience of that intervention is critical as well.

This is not just proof of principle, though the proof of principle is important. (It is one thing to read about the experience of alien hand syndrome, and quite another to feel your fingers jump around under the influence of TMS.) We believe that by feeling how first-order invariants can be altered by altering brain activity the impression of arbitrariness should vanish. The more systematic and specific we can self-intervene, the less arbitrary things will feel.

One does not need to be able to self-intervene on *every* first-order phenomenal invariant. Good thing too, for that would be impossible---many interventions would undermine the ability to introspect. The role of self-intervention is primarily to remove the air of arbitrariness that falsely attends explanations of first-order phenomenal invariants. A little is likely to go a long way.

Thus, self-manipulation of brain activity has the unique possibility not just to solve the hard problem, but to fix the passivity that leads to both the hard and the meta-problem. The point of interventions is to give us points of mastery over the world ([@niaa009-B14], [@niaa009-B15]). Self-mastery will be, and probably must be, the key to pushing past the lack of understanding that holds back effective research.

Making Progress
===============

We recognize that our proposal is an unusual solution. Self-manipulation in particular has a slightly dodgy history. What we can do now should be seen, at best, as necessary but possibly remote steps in a long process. Nevertheless, to make progress, we will ultimately need safe, specific, selective techniques that allow us to intervene on experience in awake adults. It is worth canvassing what is already available. At present the possibilities are either pharmacological, invasive or non-invasive. We have noted some possibilities above, and we consider each in turn.

Pharmacological intervention is the most familiar and accessible way to intervene upon consciousness. Anaesthetics remove consciousness altogether, and the specific ways and mechanisms by which consciousness breaks down already provides useful data about the capacities underlying experience ([@niaa009-B1]; [@niaa009-B71]).

There is an old tradition by which more specific interventions via psychedelic drugs have been thought to reveal interesting structural features about experience. There has been a recent revival of interest in psychedelics given their promising results in treating conditions like post-traumatic stress disorderg ([@niaa009-B77]; [@niaa009-B3]; [@niaa009-B73]). That said, we think there is serious danger of repeating the mistakes of the past. We should be wary of returning to the kind of uncritical pharmacological investigations that were popular among an earlier generation of researchers ([@niaa009-B52]; [@niaa009-B66]). Some authors have been tempted to claim that the psychedelic experience itself is interesting precisely because it allows normally unconscious properties of the mind to be made manifest as objects of consciousness ([@niaa009-B67]). This is an old idea, embodied in the etymology of 'psychedelic' itself. We are sceptical. Despite decades of citizen science, we note few lasting contributions of such work to modern understanding of cognitive mechanisms.

Part of the problem is that psychedelics tend to have widespread and complex effects on consciousness. Less common drugs with more limited effects may be more useful. We have suggested that second-order interventions that change the relationship between brain activity and the corresponding experience will be particularly useful. The literature contains tantalizing suggestions in this regard. For example, reports suggest that low doses of diisopropyltryptamine (DiPT) have effects primarily limited to non-linear distortions of audition ([@niaa009-B89]). Limited and well-defined phenomena may also be fruitfully investigated, as e.g. in work done using LSD to investigate the central mechanisms of binocular rivalry ([@niaa009-B16]).

Invasive interventions involving direct electrical stimulation of the brain have been important to understand conscious function ([@niaa009-B81]). Invasive work presents obvious ethical and practical concerns, and so is done concurrent with some medical need. Much of the direct intervention work has focused on the effects of cortical stimulation on the contents of consciousness. However, there is increasing evidence that direct stimulation of the posterior cingulate/precuneus can produce more profound alterations in global experience ([@niaa009-B44]; [@niaa009-B6]; [@niaa009-B45]). This would be consonant with these regions' purported role in consciousness and mediating cortical--subcortical interactions ([@niaa009-B99]; [@niaa009-B17]). Again, we note that these broader alterations might give clues to second-order invariants that give us a better handle on the first-order relationships between brain and experience.

As for subcortical interventions, deep brain stimulation (DBS) has shown intriguing evidence of effects on consciousness. Much of this evidence takes the form of alleviation ([@niaa009-B62]; [@niaa009-B69]) or induction ([@niaa009-B9]) of psychiatric conditions such as obsessive-compulsive disorder and depression. Thalamic DBS has also led to promising improvements in minimally conscious patients ([@niaa009-B86]). The variety of possible stimulation parameters, and the variability of results between microstimulation and direct electrical stimulation ([@niaa009-B98]) suggests a fruitful experimental programme in this area. We note that many case reports present no or only minimal data about a patients' subjective experience, even when this would clearly be accessible. We suggest that these data ought to be more routinely and systematically collected.

Finally, non-invasive brain stimulation such as transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) may avoid the practical problems associated with invasive interventions. There have been initial indications that tES can improve responsiveness of patients in Minimally Conscious States ([@niaa009-B95]). Perhaps the most interesting applications of tES, using either DC or AC current, is the possibility of entraining underlying circuits and thereby altering temporal dynamics of brain activation ([@niaa009-B35]; [@niaa009-B94]). tES has had problems showing specificity and replicability, but recent techniques using EEG/MEG to guide stimulation timing ([@niaa009-B96]) may help ameliorate these concerns.

Most of the existing interventions we have discussed are still relatively broad and uncontrolled. The ability to make more systematic interventions would make subjective experiences seem less like passive and fleeting epiphenomena; they could be controlled, evoked and altered at will. Ultimately, the requirement for specific interventions will demand developing new ways to intervene on the brain.

Invasive interventions also occur in research on brain--machine interfaces, though it is early days for this field. The current focus is on developing devices that can interact with neural circuits in such a way that they can become part of the system of information representation ([@niaa009-B23]); the aim being to supplement or replace memory, or even add new information representations ([@niaa009-B10]; [@niaa009-B29]; [@niaa009-B30]).

Much of the work on developing new forms of brain--machine interface is currently happening with animals. This is the norm for experimental interventionist neuroscience. It is unethical to develop new methods on humans, but the reality of the deep homology of brain system functions across vertebrates ([@niaa009-B93]), and of neuron functions across most animal phyla ([@niaa009-B63]), means that methods developed in one species can usually be translated (with informed modifications) to another.

There is, however, a unique tension in using animal systems to study the nature of conscious experience. There remains a lively debate around which animals have any conscious experience at all, precisely because we do not know how neural circuits support conscious experience. Furthermore, solving the meta-problem ultimately requires self-intervention, so animal models can only ever do part of the job. That said, we envision research with animal models playing a key role for developing the interventionist tools, methods and approaches needed for an experimental investigation of the hard problem in humans. Indeed, even very simple animals such as insects might provide a useful test-bed for developing more complex interventions ([@niaa009-B7]; [@niaa009-B59]).

Finally, we acknowledge that self-stimulation is likely to raise unique ethical issues. The present proposal can be seen in the spirit of self-experimentation that characterized experimental medicine in the first half of the 20th century ([@niaa009-B2]) and was a vital part of the development of novel psychedelics ([@niaa009-B89]). In a popular essay, [@niaa009-B43] suggested that self-experimentation was useful precisely because it had fewer ethical considerations than animal experiments. Some have defended self-experimentation precisely because of the personal insight it brings and for the personal commitment it requires ([@niaa009-B33]).

Yet the danger of self-experimentation can be considerable. Furthermore, in addition to the immediate danger to the experimenter, there are broader knock-on effects that could be ethically problematic. The Stanford neuroscientist Bill Newsome, e.g. claims that self-stimulation would be scientifically valuable, but could set up a problematic slippery slope by encouraging early-career researchers to make risky choices ([@niaa009-B90]). Clearly, ethical guidelines for self-experimentation must take into account this additional moral hazard.

Conclusion: Fixing the Hard Problem
===================================

We have outlined an ambitious programme for solving the hard problem. The hard problem of consciousness has two roots: an outdated philosophy of science, and a deep (but not insuperable) limitation in our own ability to understand the roots of our experiences. Having identified these, neuroscientists must fix those shortcomings. This will require direct intervention and a mix of third-person and first-person techniques.

A similar process allowed us to make progress on other seemingly insoluble scientific problems. Similarly, we envision, with consciousness. Successful interventionist research projects will alter and vary the relationship between brain activity and subjective experience. This will elucidate important mechanisms, and allow ever-finer control of experience. In the limit case, we will find consciousness just as grand as, but no more mysterious than, water or life.

Finally, we re-emphasize that this is a research programme that is fundamentally falsifiable. We might find that there are no systematic ways to intervene on first-order phenomenal invariants: they are like the brute laws of fundamental physics. Were the evidence to go that way, then non-physicalist theories of consciousness would gain plausibility.

Such a project obviously faces a host of practical problems. We do not pretend it will be easy. Many of the techniques and frameworks for brain intervention that will be required are only dimly understood at present. But unless we embark on the kind of interventionist neuroscience programme we have described the appearance of a hard problem will persist. Our discoveries about consciousness will always have a whiff of the arbitrary. The open question---why *this*?---will linger in the air.

Yet we think it is worth being optimistic. The idea that the hard problem might be a practical problem rather than a philosophical one has an unexpected pedigree. When [@niaa009-B74], 447) argued that we do not know what it is like to be a bat, his point was not to argue against physicalism. Though often overlooked, Nagel closes his discussion with a positive proposal. Part of our difficulty in understanding consciousness, he says, is reliance on imagination when we try to take up the point of view of another subject. Imagination is an inherently limited faculty. Hence, [@niaa009-B74], 449) tells us, his argument should be seen as 'a challenge to form new concepts and devise a new method' of approaching experience. We agree. We advocate for tackling consciousness directly, by intervening at its roots.
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